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at the health care financial counseling 

waiting room

where every office door is on slide

& every office same size & almost every one labeled the same

surrounding the two sets of ten cushioned chairs

five of each ten facing one way, toward offices

five of each ten facing another way, toward offices

Pedro seems to know the nurseishly uniformed person pretty 

well

and I know Pedro’s name because the nurseishly uniformed 

person uses it

& so then Rhonda, just arrived, notices the clipboard

& I notice Rhonda notice the clipboard

that maybe neither of us would have seen were it not that

Pedro knew and spoke with Patricia, the nurseishly uniformed 

person –

whose name I know because Pedro uses it –

or, neither of us would have known where to find the clipboard

without having been to see a counsellor here before, as I 

haven't,

or talking to each other, which, aside from feeling too shy or 

not in the mood

we do not do anyway, me at least because I feel naive comfort

of having called in my appointment yesterday

that second to last of days that would still qualify me for 

special enrollment

except when Rhonda offers me a seat

when I say excuse me, reaching for my backpack handle

& I am embarrassed as I almost say Rhonda's name, having read

it

on our clipboard, and Rhonda is perhaps embarrassed

from having sat where I had been sitting – we sit quietly not 

quite next to each other
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antifa in spring

it was a force of forces, not a farce or a far 

sight, but no glasses, in terror, fearless,

comforted, protected by familiar strangers,

the smoke had exploded & it was flooding

for moments & when they ran it ran or,

when it ran some of them ran and some

stood, with nothing or with wood or plastic

or metal in their hands & a word or few out

their lips. they called us commie scum &

j hoped somehow we would all agree

to chant "fuck yes, we're communists"

back to them in that special kind of unity

only a freshly common chant can effect

in the minds by way of the mouths

thru ears, line broken only momentarily.

someone kept saying to themselves in

the days subsequent, as the doxxing 

went on & as social media again was

so unbearable that its unbearableness

overwhelmed its undeniable tho difficult 

to sit with pleasures, it was on our part a 

failure of organization, though that reason,

like many others available, was insufficient. 

someone wanted, as always, not to be mad 

with the potential allies tho, as always, they

were mad with the potential allies. someone 

wanted to say, forever, cops & klan go hand & 
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to a secret thumb drive we kept in our ass & wiped the data & 

smashed screen & drilled thru body & threw the phone at the 

boss 

who just wouldn't fire us from the job we didn't want to keep 

much longer but who wouldn't fire us because no one else had 

worked there as long as us which wasn't that long 

& unlike management we actually know how to do the tasks 

they fire our comrades for allegedly failing to do well but 

really are just failing 

at taking managements’ condescension and racialized sexual 

harassment. 

all’s hell that ends swelling the tides of nazi blood we wash our

fish in before we eat the shit out of them but, you know, 

with vegan/gluten free pizza brought w/ so that the homies 

that aren't into enjoying flesh etc can chow beside anyways. 
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hand, but this too was not enough, tho true. 

someone wanted more & less than more &

less, beneath, beyond what any narration

would say, tho they, whether stoned or not,

& they were stoned a lot these recent months, 

read all the narratives, & when drinking after

the poetry reading discussed narratives too.

ok, some kind of faith had pulled us to the line

that day, spontaneity or not, loss transmutes win.
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After Yerbamala Collective

when it is found that we have abandoned our posts “as poets” the 

crowd will cheer not, but we will feel pretty cool & relieved because 

tho we

love this foolish practice & foolish practices in general, because of the

way they set us apart from world partitioning we hate, we also love to

feel part of the world. 

so, the words in out brain pocket that may circulate alongside our shit 

posting we undercut what division we can cut under to all the more 

poeticize which is

to say make improv of stale things. burn the doggone prisons 

already but after we clip thru the fences, harass every cop & 

cop car fiercely & casually & when 

they try to move the detainees from the airports to detention 

centers we better get the fuck out of the airports & on over to 

the highway between there & the detention centers 

& then after everyone got out of detention & folks hacked 

their record systems to delete specifics of who is supposed to 

be in which custody where 

until when we head on over to the detention centers to do 

what we done to the prisons all over again. 

it has been so many all over agains that got us here even tho 

we never done the same thing twice even once. like the last 

time 

they tried to get us to delete this or that thing from our phone,

maybe they were a cop or they were a clicktivist, maybe we 

did it but only as we quietly exported our cute pics 
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“I must become a dreamer” 

1.

At the gender strike 

someone said 

“so that was my last panic attack,” 

and a passerby shouted

“a woman's place is in the test tube baby lab,”

while the population managers sought to drive their population 

redistributor thru a pile of styrofoam bricks also called an angry mob. 

There were times when we could pitch each other on topics the MSM 

would broadcast about but the comfort of this would last no longer 

than our attention to the latest style of potato or chicken salad 

dressing. 

“Who writes this stuff,” said I

to a person who turned out to be the writer of said stuff

and as they walked away

I drank the rest of my COLA

which, as you may know, rests

on the Rent Board's desk

standing for Cost of Living Adjustment.

“Capture the flag later!?”

is all I could think to shout

to try to regain the favor 

of my now former dialogic companion.

 4

however kindness and carefulness may present in this 

circumstance

everybody responding sensually to increases and decreases in 

desire

or when we leap out of the trunk holding a bunch of loaded 

twigs,

shouting, "this is a stick up," meaning, "try our small batch 

vinegars"

all the houses in the neighborhood get drowned by their 

mortgages

& before the capitalist landlords bought 

many of them 

from the bank they checked what the population growth in 

that neighborhood 

had been over the past several years, considering especially 

the growth of periods 

immediately following significant shifts in transportation

caused by the appearance of taco trucks on every corner

in defiance of the recent ban

on including references to public events in poems in order to 

build sympathy 

with an audience with whom we hope to dream militantly
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2. 

Beyond the safety of dreams

I cuddled every part of your 

cuddle factory, from the spiciest 

fiber-optic brewer, in all its glory, 

to the smoothest crunchy peanut

butter no one ever called home

about, where home is defined as 

the lockbox where you keep your heart 

protected from each of several nefarious

emails that we had to 

catch and release by

stalking from work 

back to the apartment by way of

the local grain silo, the products 

of which were recently consumed

 by the mouthy stomachs of our highly suspicious public. 
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Only weed do we regularly order for 

delivery, tipping better since querying 

forums

know what that table plant is named & have been trained as an

active bystander? 

next to the riot porn facilities our floods of petro-lead get 

down tonight, 

factoring in a little love, texting <3 to three recipients at once 

call it carousal when payments come back as various gifts and 

services 

i'm thinking about eating a whole grabbag of homemade brand 

non-gmo corn chips 

really, the idea tastes great subvocalized, but i can't eat with 

appetite suppressed like this

somebody that moments ago called themself i walks to the 

other side of the counter 

to retrieve a bottle full of lightly sea salted and exceedingly 

diluted apple cider

the bottle says violence ain't sexy 

and it isn't often but sometimes it can be

like when a body wants it and another body kindly and 

carefully offers it
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Lute

after an essay by Moten

They sweep with justification the lute 

into the loot bag. 

Meanwhile, thumbprint of an unwilling 

participant, diaphragm depressed by 

intimidation, remains over the edge. 

Given alteration, by stretch for 

example, or direct pressure 

that a car issues in its

slow combinatory roll, we

walk to the front

to confront each

others’ cravings.

We take them home to keep giving our roommates a little taste.

Small sets of immunity are like seeing things 

that are there with our roommates

in the dark or in urgencies interrupted by the TV’s imperial 

detachment. 

Oh, when sly minds go suppress ordinary risks.
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to each other that with our mesh network we can still

access our local web & communicate through it. With

other neighboring areas we communicate by snail mail.

This is my letter to you to say I love you, but it isn’t a

love letter since many letters are love letters, after all 

that’s what solidarity is, love, and in these times I know 

writing to you can often be a form of my solidarity with 

you. But aside from that love that many letters are, also I love 

you & I hope

that when you all visit we can have the sex we’ve been

dreaming of, dreaming of because we’ve been having

it and oh gosh is it great and it will be great. It would be 

impossible to describe the specific greatness of it succinctly, 

because we all enjoy such different sex. Like for me, holding

hands while we talk intensely and touch each others’ 

erogenous

zones gently is really nice a lot of the time, though some of 

the time I want you to slap my face with your fingers

in my ass while we fuck hard. 
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what pseudo-physics does trust

thrive off in the night that

rains around this building

in its ostensible common ownership?

for black and red patterned linoleum to be

more and less than target,

more and less than floor

that quivers and fills the quiver

that you run out into the world

with, to fill it up with headless arrows. 

a structure is a theory of the city

it builds its projections into.

an arrow with pointed head would

pierce, i want its direction pointless. 
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The end of the world

The end of the world is pretty cool I guess

I can give & get weed & food free to & from my neighbors

and all of my best friends love smashing

the state-capital complex, which means

showing up in proportional mass 

whenever an officer tries to show up 

to do anything anywhere we know about

– & our networks are getting much more

solid, since the infrastructure has been failing

(because it was made to fail us) so hard we’ve had

to really pull together, so we know about

what happens when in a lot of places, more 

than they do tho they think the inverse is true 

and so loudly proclaim this that sometimes 

some of us forget ourselves and believe it, 

especially when money is involved. 

But when we all stopped paying rent and our debt

and bills, and got together enough to stop anyone

from doing anything about our stoppages, things got 

a lot cheaper so fewer of us had to wage-work and those 

that weren’t working do cool shit for us, like grow

food & take care of youth, support their self-education,

really take care of anyone wanting it,

& roll around robbing banks & driving the free bus system we 

got going this year,

make art and entertainment at such low production

cost that there is no need to depend on grants or tickets

and the barrier to participation is nil, in part because everyone

is presenting as art what they already did or wanted

to do that was art but wasn’t considered art, or else,

with things going as they are, no one cares about art

anymore because what everyone is already doing 

makes art as a distinct sphere of activity irrelevant. 

Their internet went down, but we live close enough
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Walkin’ After Midnight

I go out walkin' after midnight

Out in the moonlight, just like we used to do

I'm always walkin' after midnight

Searchin' for you

it's some lateish hour here 

& it's some medium hour for most of you, internet friends.

what if some of y'all come over, say, next week when i'm back? 

can we make something other than noodles & drink some wine?

i haven't drank much lately, this past week been in bollington with 

mum

& except for the wedding i think i've had maybe a glass of alcoholic 

ginger beer. 

then if we're ambitious, can we fill those wine bottles up with petrol—

as i'm currently in the habit of saying—from a nearby parked truck's 

tank, 

one of us prying open the tank door & another feeding a long straw

& another drawing hard & quick & spitting the petrol out their mouth 

while another feeds the straw into the empty bottles 

& others tear their t-shirts into fuses, 

& from then 

Go out walkin' after midnight

Out in the starlight, just hopin' you may be

Somewhere a-walkin' after midnight

Searchin' for me

go walking around the block 

using the magic of "we do this, we do that" 

to steal several very pretty cars 

& drive them fast in two groups

one to the country & one to the construction

where we'd use our lil fire bombs to set alight corn fields and condos
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an appointment where, whenever in another

town beckons. it is to join a secret cult

of day dreams wandering along routes, in, out,

and around vehicles, planning the infrastructure or

at least its fall into disarray, or at least how we'll

behave when disarray falls. as you know

from the public reports, disarray is here so we

check each other's behavior and write small

notes on glowing glass back to that behavior

and artifacts thereof, some of which are notes.

in the cult, the rule #1 is that there is no

cult – not that we don't acknowledge its existence

but that when in it, we are not

its members and those two at that bench

or small table remind us there is no cult

in the way from this temporospatial distance we

cannot hear them. it could be they are

at their own appointment or that when so

many creatures of other and our own species are

being exterminated by static reflections of our

shadow selves, gathered together in projections –

centered in and around every town, practically defining

the way towns exist here. the dominant shadow selves

gathered form their own cult, but this is a public,

a publicly traded secret, often.
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while drinking cokes & eating snacks.

one of us can withdraw a revolver from a fannypack

one of us can withdraw a bullet from their pocket, 

one can load and roulette

one can hold the gun

one can trigger the hammer & let fly round the world

something to pierce all the livers of the reactionary forces.

I go out walkin' after midnight

Out in the starlight, just hopin' you may be

Somewhere a-walkin' after midnight

Searchin' for me

later, in condo & corn ashes, 

beneath blankets that someone had just in case, 

can we invite bees and rodents to cuddle their bumbles among ours?

when we wake can we sort thru our dead enemies to compile a list 

of those whom we will with mixed feelings mourn

after we finish mourning all the lost beloved creatures 

that made our previous night of cuddling possible?

 9

again, glass—seen thru glass, over the wood fence

into the mostly dark yard of a neighbor – projecting,

or allowing light manufactured inside to project thru

the curvature of whatever kind of bulb, perhaps LED

by its blue, & thru the house-adjacent cylinder

of the lamp. the yard, like a yard at night do,

all dark, but for the lamp lit parts and still,

the way a neighbor – whose yard this poem describes –

that organizes the yearly Seattle Police Department-

endorsed 'Night Out' crime prevention block party would be

pleased to know it is at this hour; disturbed

only by a leaf drifting down from branch of an

unseen tree, passing thru the light, gold for a moment,

then green like its supposed to, before falling beyond

what can be seen from this little kitchen table.

Kanye's Nina Simone "Strange Fruit" cover sampling song

from Yeezus comes to mind, for its title, yes

from the sample – "Blood on the Leaves" – but also for

its etching into me as part of the soundscape

from when I first fell hard for Baraka, when Alex

was still getting sick in the mold infested basement of

that little backyard house in Providence. "Strange Fruit"

also being what my Iowa-born father calls

the fruit my Bangkok-born step mother loves to eat when home.

i wonder how well either know the Simone, let alone the West.
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yes, i'll be there – 3 for rural youth

1. if light particulates in this reunion after-the-reunion concert 

then it don't matter precisely your age, this is an all age shingdig 

anyway

real coffee got made nice, hot; from urn out: our tummies lay 

in it

the singer yells a gendering of Grendel in a classic frontperson 

move that listeners to Seamus Heaney's narration of Beowulf have 

been familiar with for centuries

i don't know—does it matter that some of this music could be 

too heavy for part of the crowd or not heavy enough; the food too 

heavy for part, not heavy enough for another part? 

that you invited me to a party just the day before and i was 

out 

of town, falling asleep crafting my email response, or that 

someone 

else invited me to another party the same day as something else 

that had been in the works for months?

if it goes up, there will be no one to enforce and many of us 

will feel pretty alright about that, standing around in the gravel and

 on the hoods of cars 

if it goes up, as long as a deputy don't come

some of us wish we didn't know about it so we didn't have to 

think anything about it, so we forget by drinking Western Family 

Cola on the rocks and making a record on paper left over from a 

reminder to please conserve plates

not blowing you off when i sit in the back unfeeling any 

specific scene; i sometimes like to hear and see but not the vice 

i want to feel the whole while not apart from it 

i'll get over but with you

in the kitchen one of us chop and one of us do dishes

there will be plenty forks to knife eyes out of any inquisition

advancing under darkness tones

this way of being social, said the off-beat of every emptiness 

beside particle forms

 10

smoking and one of them brings up that another of them, 

absent, expects a multi-hundred dollar rent increase since the 

property manager said so. 

Since then we all wait for the other shoe to drop but, at least 

far as I heard, no drop yet.

Being not so good at introducing different groups of friends, 

when old friends visited the other week, before we went 

walking, I didn't do so nice saying hey to the smoke crew.

When I’ve seen them since, I think once, it seemed pretty okay

though. 

They're a tight knit bunch with a common language, needless 

to dream one up, for them, so I doubt they mind that stuff as 

much as I do. 

Though there was that moment where one of them seemed a 

little like it would be nice if someone would talk to me and all 

I could do was kinda listen.
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2. "the beat's more important than you might know – it's directly 

connect to the rhythmsoul"

our rugs have been carpets since whenever the floor started getting 

ripped up outside, before 

the parking lot was installed round the block, before it got replaced 

by folks none of us knew from elsewhere that were some of us before 

we got here and hung around doing this and 

that long enough to become part of the multifarious us

i wish i could see the size of that canvas jacket on you in these 

woods, these unbelievable woulds 

it stretches marx to see what color the deer blood in us is in

those roadside trenches and 

it's easy to make it seem like you're doing something of import 

you just have to put on a serious expression, stand at a 

distance from things and keep 

taking notes while intermittently looking up to nod heavily, 

perhaps smiling or frowning 

wanly 

secrecy invoking wonder

a bunch of dry fields, from here to the ditch where the brush 

gets especially deep this 

time of year, just before the county comes out to cut it; it's not the 

county, just the folks 

they subcontract, and we'd be lucky if there really was only one layer 

of subcontracting 

there
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Crustypalm

Through this window, our only of any size, all I see is a tangle 

of pipes & into our neighbor's apartment. 

Sitting back on the couch many nights I crash before getting to 

the unwashed dishes.

Between our apartment & the bars, corner stores, cafe, 

grocers, & restaurants there are a great many potholes. 

We used to eat pho a lot more there, always ordering, but 

never finishing, the fresh spring rolls. 

Their pho's still good, hella good, tho. 

Almost as good as the tacos the local bun mi shop used to serve

(almost as good as their bun mi), before the couple that ran it 

retired. 

At the liquor store I often encounter the same compadres & 

give a buck or whatever to honor the periodic rolling paper 

pilgrimage. 

Once compadre y compadre had a lil dispute, but in the end I 

think it was cool. 

I should really know their names. 

At the laundromat we were doing you know & dude rolls thru 

for change & neighbor says yeah I got you, telling me later how

years ago dude got shot on the corner just cuz folx were 

driving by looking to shoot anyone. 

He was a good kid, neighbor says, never made any trouble, 

knew him since school. 

Then the other day we were outside at the smoking spot 
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3. stand by me

it aches to be here, but if we can't get okay with that 

then how to watch Griffey make his dad cry while he 

cries, then put on a hall of frame – backwards, like a 

true put on 

these fans are the sea, that is the wall, and traffic 

is the dream that music anti-socially reproduces with 

the car in the back of an even bigger car

do you say the 'a' in vase like 'a' or 'ah,' said one 

flower to another on a bar counter 20 feet from the 

street on a hill in what is not now the capitol

to almost regret smoke trail on cover blown spot 

loop when i lay half awake in a parking lot with mind 

unlooping for hours to sound, if, of, bird and breeze 

felt indirect through slightly cracked window 

who uses a hat rack anymore; who closes their 

eyes when walking in for lunch; who knows my name 

here and how can i let the donuts know without going 

up and chewing their faces off

it's nice to be looked at once in a while, even if it 

takes wearing cutoff jeans and removing socks and 

shoes behind the wheel, then positioning your vehicle 

perpendicular to the street's flow, getting out, burning 

your feet on the blacktop while shaking ass to one of

the best renditions of 'Stand By Me' ever 

if the glass—glasses—break, it is that which they 

make transparent and reflect, that which they hold, that 

is smashed by what they didn't make transparent and 

reflect 

all from a brown couch some folks didn't want 

anymore that appeared to carry more use for a complete 

stranger on the hunt for comfort bearing no price 

i speak of their hair cuts, already returned next door, 

from twined peaks
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i'm hoping you'll over by october, or the someone will meet you 

at lake merritt & for once a barbecue that's inviting will be accepted 

for the meat grill it is, that even a morning star can't terminar – & 

wouldn't if it could

they: way you yak and get em listen, it will after last a dash

hypominimal shits and kibble for all giggles gathered, without 

reserve, without regard to lather – except that perhaps land's fat 

processed cleaned you night before our goodbye cuddle factory 

enclosure
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For my love, for my hate – 

poem in the name of Ulrike Meinholf

Films of whom I have seen, more or less fictive, little tho I have read 

from her – but this:

"Protest is when I say this does not please me.

Resistance is when I ensure what does not please me occurs no more."

And in her name, when you speak the world “finally” with respect to 

Dallas 

I want you to get my ill, rickety mind off 

This control kick, and just love the bomb, like a daddy do, but without

all that ugly mess of a cock. 

Like, I know you want a cock growing out you next to your poonanny

But partly what I love about you is how 

You identify with your father in a way I never could with this ugly 

mess between my skull.

Somehow this poem almost got transphobic against my wishes—on the 

way to hit another point, And its that, too, that when I want you

I want you to get off my mind, I mean to get my mind off. I don’t want

to do anything 

for myself anymore, not cuz I don’t want to do it but cuz I want to do 

it with you

Any way it can get done. Even if it means

Stealing sugar daddy’s gun. We both got problems with fathers enough

to pop 

A pig or two, like the stacked puffs of smoke they are, passing through

projector’s light 

That night youths climbed up on that halted semi

With fist pumps of victory

and the works of fire in sky at play.

 13

post late summer

that the work wart splits before it can even be gotten to & then when

you get it you're already indisposed, as possessed moons whose planets

you can't tell which without starting somewhere

i fear the situation is more drastic than previously indicated by 

our elasticity measurements, that if shove comes to push – & you know

shove will; shove hasn't had a day off since who's on first can 

remember – well then that makes you pusherman, as it were

from that acid wrap some of us heard todos mueren, everyone: 

some now & later, many already, everything too

with velcro straps

set up to hold things' shelves against the wall, to shake when it shakes

in summer it wasn't summer until it got later here, that's what 

transbay says 

we were shuffling elsewhere a move we never properly learned 

but performed if with minor hesitation

i got a gastroentrance into the room soon but i can't with ants 

collective stomach you reminded me we poisoned

misses, a future anti-state of being gone overhill underboard like 

when the balance beams & wood things got drolled up & wandered 

over to garage pit,torso over demolition worker's legs, 

but they wouldn't let us follow because we 

were in school, or so those who called themselves teachers, who, to 

debit, others also called teachers, often in a different tone – & we 

were in no position to dispute, having been put where we set 

ourselves – said, quotes

lost somewhere, she just got here why would you ask to make like 

trees already 

such is post late summer & i know you didn't make what you 

needed to make, the receipts we will not give you cuz when asked by 

the screen someone clicked nah, after selected the wow amount at 

the joint claiming tips unnecessary
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Late Rent

The city was still literally rising. It had been more than a century since

it had risen as a city, decades since it had been first, out of the many

times  it  would  later  be,  raised  by  fire,  disastrous  and/or  riotous.

Unlike an adjacent municipality this one effectively did not have limits

on the tallness of buildings, in maximum or on average. 

The new,  taller  buildings were for  investment-rich and profit-

poor corporations,  including construction companies,  electricity and

gas utilities, financial firms, hospitals, housing developers, insurance

providers, janitorial services, law offices, media conglomerates, real

estate agencies, software companies, telecommunications providers,

waste  managers,  not  to  mention  luxury  apartment  complexes  and

hotels, with ground levels full of boutiques and restaurants, galleries,

charter schools. Somewhere among the buildings was a mall with a

movie  theater;  its  anachronism had made it  controversial  with the

city’s  politicians,  until  a  councilperson suggested  developers  add  a

library  inside  the mall  and place the mall  in  a  museum. Near  the

museum  were  housed  expanded  offices  of  state  repression  and

surveillance. Cops, staties, feds, with communications and controls to

digital eyes and ears, analog cuffs and arms, all in one fusion center.

The city had a new jail too, but that was not downtown. The

construction  of  pneumatic  chutes  unidirectionally  connecting  every

block  of  the  city  to  the  jail  had  drastically  reduced  the  cost  of

increasingly arbitrary arrests, this at the same time that enforcement

related  revenues  multiplied  through  the  recently  instituted

Citation/Arrest  Waiver  fees.  The C/A  Waivers  did  an excellent  job

preserving an unequal distribution of incarceration among the city’s

residents.  Neither property nor sales taxes were raised despite the

city's  growing  investments  in  infrastructure,  but  the  revenue  from

fees,  and  new  corporate  partnerships,  was  sufficient.  There  were

savings from Animal Control too – those facilities were bulldozed or

converted to other uses while rogue non-human animals were simply

vaporized by legal and extra-legal authorities in the street.

Before  long,  resistance to  intensified  law enforcement  efforts

took  the  form  of  blowing  up  the  chutes,  forcing  transport  of  the

arrested  to  street  vehicles,  from  which  an  attack  could  provide

escape. Since the chutes were designed only to open when someone
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as if it were still possible to feel something that isn't either or both 

too little and too much

we walked along concrete bounded by passing steel and plastic with 

one or another

drug passing from hand to mouth to hand to hand to mouth to hand 

and so forth

for what is this life it we are not drugs for each other's mouthes and 

hands

hands, well, they are good for touching, holding, poking, smashing, 

caressing, and passing

among other things that we do as bodies in a world of bodies in motion

and stillness, vibrating

as if there were anything else to do but mutually masturbate, a phrase

which some humans might say is an oxymoron, but, as far as this 

poet's concerned, is no more so than collective individual

individual collective, to use words that put multiple directions and 

forms of pressure on one another, pressures that sometimes get 

called all sorts of names that various humans have argued for or 

against

in various timespaces, but which, in this use, are hoping to allude to 

the immanence of things' relations, if we can use that word and 

not still be hung up on contracts, as i've often been hung up
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with officer identification placed a detectably human lifeform above

the  chute's  door,  these  blowings-up  were  typically  preceded  by

ambushes on the police. Often, scenes of infrastructure sabotage were

concocted to intentionally trigger surveillance's alarms and result in

arrest attempts.

When the Tenant got off the bus, they walked along the sidewalk a

short  ways  before  turning  right.  Then up the stairs  onto  an  open,

street-facing walkway – above a rather small parking lot – that crossed

in front of 6 second floor apartments. As the Tenant walked along they

heard  a  car  leap  over  the  crest  of  the  hill  (that  was  also  an

intersection)  at  the bottom of which their  apartment complex was

constructed. The car hurried past  in the direction contrary to that

which was being walked. The feel of the car's wake: on the Tenant's

arms  and  torso  raised  and  tightened  their  shoulders;  in  their  ears

raised and tightened their eyebrows. 

Too  often  I  raise  and  tighten  my  shoulders  and  eyebrows  at

events in the world, thought the Tenant, I need to get back to regular

meditation.  Many  things  reminded  the  Tenant  that  once  they  had

regularly  sat,  sometimes  on  cushions,  on  floors  for  at  least  ten

minutes,  sometimes  twenty,  nearly  every  day.  The  Tenant,  when

reminded, would think, if the point of the sitting is nothing, then I can

and do live that same nothing already every moment, so it is okay that

I am out of the habit of sitting. It is probably less okay, now my back

and knees and legs are so often sore, that I am out of the habit of

stretching.

At the door of the Tenant's apartment hung a long plastic bag.

The Tenant grabbed the bag off the door and pulled out a piece of

paper that read at the top THREE DAY NOTICE TO PAY OR QUIT. They

unlocked the deadbolt and went inside. 

A day later.

I  began  the  day  in  our  apartment,  bestooled  at  what  several

websites of the home improvement genre call a breakfast bar. Sitting

beside soiled cups, dishes, utensils voluminous enough to have crept

from sink and sink adjacent countertop onto the bar, I read posts and

follow links to what booksellers and reviewers had said about Renee

Gladman’s  Calamities.  Like some social  media posters,  booksellers,

and reviewers before me, I have been reading it, would have finished
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phosphorescence

what common valor it takes to stay up after 

this many hours with eyes mostly open and 

breathing with speed enough for the oxygen 

to fight against everything that would put them 

in the early pseudo-grave, more purgatory, of falling 

asleep on the job deep enough to wake up without 

the handbook is a collector's item says your elderly 

mother upon the backs of your eyelids, before 

the person who must fly in and out to visit in the 

wards fly, this tassel, shaken of their stripped titty 

one of several would be printing presses 

and this is the town that they asked for, that 

6 months out of the year is a fine place to shoot 

a dying deer, break into a summer home to steal 

liquor, furniture, consumer electronics, and crashland 

a neighbor's drone into a kayak tied to a club’s dock 

full up with sails, yachts, on this, the rainiest dry day of 

yesteryear. you may want to ask about what it's like, 

the weather, but wind – about to blow – about to put 

out the cigarette of your productive capacity, it's 

would-be smoking gun tattling on your powder keg 

plotting ass; introduce me to your friend already and 

let’s get outta here so to hotbox drive to the bluffs.
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already had my association-and-allusion-investigating studiousness not

taken me on several  detours.  Through Gilles Deleuze, for example,

whom I hadn’t read in a couple years. I read from his book Foucault.

The detours are only circular to the degree of my self-discipline, so

they  aren’t  that  circular.  I’m  considering  writing  an  essay  on

Gladman’s books. 

On the other side of the bar, at the sink, I think a little about

this but, midway through the cup, dish, utensil pile, cleaning a jigger,

begin to think about how standing there the night before Snap  had

convinced me that I would be pleased if I did go out to meet Crackle

for drinks as Crackle and I had since Friday planned. It was Monday. I

couldn’t tell if it mattered that, as I remembered, Snap and Crackle

were somewhat repelled from one another by facts incident to the

former having been, like me, for some time supervised by the later

when Snap and I taught after-school in another city some time ago.

Snap’s encouraging me to go see Crackle had, next to that repulsion, a

kindness to it. And a little self-interest, I was interrupting his drawing.

Two days later.

Through the open window – should it even be open? I am never

sure whether to follow the advice of some of my friends’ mothers,

whom I have heard insist that on hot days the thing to do is to keep

windows closed until night. Even if the average heat indoors goes up,

perhaps it is worth it for the occasional contrast of a slight breeze.

Through the open window I hear someone enter the alley between the

building our apartment is a part of and the building next door, which

is owned and managed by the same people as ours. The gate creaks. A

lid on a bin smacks concrete. It must be the recycling, because I hear

the crinkling of cans. Most probably a neighbor has left the alley-gate

unlocked  and  someone  is  harvesting  change  by  going  through

residents’ refuse. I like hearing this sound, though it makes me think

how  it's  a  shame  that  that  can  collection  center  in  town  closed

recently. I write a few more minutes until it is 4:20. I don't usually get

high  during  the day anymore  and  I  definitely  no longer  think  that

smoking improves my writing – but does it make it worse, regardless of

if  it  makes  it  slower?  (I  have  wondered  so  many  versions  of  that

sentence.)

Later.
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in fog of new year past
glass ornaments & thin
face masks leap to each
other's aid, where aid is
where air errs & splits
twos to threes & fours
but sharper like the
flash & smoke grenades –
pocket knives are cuter
than cleavers, but cut
different tasks into parcels
zoned differently upon
which two different kinds
of warehouses house many
kinds of warehouse kids, kid
being the generic term for
beloved left infantilism
that those of us who prefer
the childish forms of forms
adopt because fuck cops
& fuck wagerent too, we may
love & party with some part
of you & even love fucking
getting fucked in the mix
but electricity is the static
we loved at first electrocution.

when the music stops there
will be one chair more or less
& these inconvenient consequences
taught feeling with each other
the anti-capture of avoided
anti-sibbling rivalry or chivalry
is to people & doors what

table manners is to wanting to turn over the table amid
it's transaction of cash to wine, which would be a lovely
transaction but for the relations of wine service & wage that
brought otherwise lovely textile into relation by way of at least
two kinds of force with still lovely wine. 
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I've never shot someone before and I feel as ambivalent doing it

as some might think I would. Quickly I feel a little ill although relieved

because now I can get that transfer to go through. Today is the nineth,

it is now 4:35, I have just enough time to confirm the kill then transfer

part  of  the deposit I'll  receive as payment to my landlord for  rent

without counting a day late. I drive off after the transaction, leaving

the car burning 5 miles away in a strip mall parking lot in front of a TJ

Maxx and Starbucks. I already know from previous testing of the Fire

Department's response time that they won't be able to make it to the

car to gather any evidence that could lead investigators to me. I walk

to  the beach  where  I  take off  my shoes  and get  more high  while

walking in the sand and looking at the waves. Then I use an app on my

mobile to call a taxi-substitute. 

The other person with whom I share the ride so we can both pay

less is reading Moby Dick. I tell them I never finished reading that and

ask how far they are. They say Ishmael isn't on the ship yet. I pull out

my copy of Gladman's Newcomer Can't Swim and pretend to read but

really just think about the real estate investing venture capitalist  I

just murdered so that he wouldn't give evidence against the eviction

lawyer that hired me, who currently faces charges of having killed his

brother who was also an eviction lawyer, with whom he was in an

inheritance dispute. 

When  I  get  out  of  the  Prius  at  the  intersection  where  our

apartment complex is the lofts across the street are on fire and I can

hear sirens. I see a body length mirror among a pile of junk on the

street on our side, which I grab before walking to and climbing up the

stairs toward our apartment.  At home Snap looks up from her laptop

and  says  “killer  bod,  killer  abs,  that  workout  is  killer”  and  I  flip

through Architectural Record's 150th anniversary issue. I had looked at

his screen as I walked by to put the mirror in my room before sitting

down at the desk and saw that she is almost finished with the poster

he is designing for our living room wall. 

After  flipping  through  the  magazine  without  digging  in  for

probably the fifth time, I compile, type and revise all of this and then

copy and revise these notes from yesterday:

I get to the cafe where I’m going to try doing things I’m supposed

to already have done or otherwise be doing. Having biked here, 

I had lifted my cycle off the ground outside onto an elevated  
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and big ugly maps for tracking assets, circuits

choose our actual stubbornness 

but they call it outreach and that gets plugged into a 501c3 that calls 

it advocacy.

A string of melting photos

composed according to design principles,

alleged to have shown a suspect using a taser on a cop

emphasize where you want terrain to map to poverty and affluence.
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steel  bike rack that  comes off  this  platform with tables and  

chairs that the cafe must have  a  permit  for  since  it  takes  up  

parking. There are on-ground bike racks with available room to 

lock-up to, but being on-ground, like the usual bike racks I deal 

with, their appeal pales in comparison to the aforementioned  

steel gimmick.

   While waiting to begin or complete the exchange of credit 

for coffee at this cafe I often look  around  at  the  magazine  

racks. Today, I do this too. To my right is a copy of Architectural

Record, celebrating 150 years of their magazine.

     I know very little about architecture in any formal sense.  

But I have been thinking about the idea of it a lot since reading 

Gladman. The magazine cover is illustrated by Matteo Pericoli  

who  once  taught  in  New  York’s  Laboratory  of  Literary  

Architecture. 

After getting my coffee I set up at a bar on the second floor 

overlooking the cafe.  I  get a call  from my property manager  

telling me that he knows a lawyer that has a job for me that will 

pay the rent and then some. Following the phone call I finish  

revising a longish poem  written from 15 slips of notes. 

Young Neogy Reads Women’s Anthologies

phone or email or whenever 

problems – many on, not on list

by women – a UC Berkeley student

signs a check over to someone @ ur

address; the video transfer of

Sisterhood is Powerful that we

set up the database to collect responses to

but grew up in Uganda; they 

reach out to collect for mail fraud,

fishhooked of whiteness, patriarchy

all Librevox recordings are in the public domain

rsvp there 

on my bulk, knowing that

“we prepared the field,” someone wrote

parts as we now do in pieces
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and call it, after Trevino after Tiqqun, The We of A Position, 

but before that, we have to know, what has been the nature of your 

investment in using peoples’ so-called real names? 

Reading regulations and wondering, after putting the pink armchair on

the street, “what if our landlord tries to evict us for improper waste 

disposal?”

The multi-racial movement subsides as a new normal

took loans out under their tenant’s name, 

the stiff tongue out of reach under one of two narrative shapes 

that sent their rent certified mail 

and mostly, like before, kept looking around trying to overhear

what communications circuitry implies about archives.

That downtown deer in the limelight,

a hard dreamer that woke saying “lately”

and never made it to Mackey’s Scalapino Lecture “Breath and 

Precarity”

but sang “how cool it feels to get somewhat abstract in our listening, 

to hold some kind of looser focus”

while trying to relight the furnace’s pilot but worrying about 

something mum’s boyfriend termed a thermocouple.  

Our passion deceives the table

in costume, said the environmental consultant, of geotagged data sets

redacted from diverse reports
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folks, Tyrel can help with outreach

using digital audio recorders

and overaccumulation of audio also crisis

provide a list of valuables

and send her to go sell ads – Neogy is a

check today

for whom i type notes on

Rising Tides – 20 the industry should look out for

~100 – with 50% parking, the email address

VYC members brought you to this for

in Britain his parents are Bengali-born

and if they have money to share, 

in the cars that cut the 

5 new minutes of an old episode 

recorded @ UC Berkeley, sent to SF Public Library

do you think this needs to say what RAP stands for?

400-500 for space; confound

historic claims re: cycles of capital

anyone can fall in love with anthologies if they're the right 

ones

the later black and of color women's anthologies from the 

80s?

Free Press Anthology of Women's Poetry?

what is the info to communicate both

thru old minutes

if blocks were holes the waiting

at refracted founding acts, a chat 

with waitstaff about costs of venue, hands, equip

Remember Our Fire – Anthology

Lowell been trying to get that since 1999-2003

this is a librevox recording

also perhaps crescendo

Black Fire?

probs missing 2007-2011

thru back to future transcode
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Thermocouple

Midnight Crew, what does it mean to speculate on the 

relationship of a couple you are neither part of nor friends 

with, and what if your sexuality differs from theirs?

If insistence on the special edition is only just to say that slavery 

remains the truth of the 21st century, even if not its totality –

what has changed is the articulation, 

the specter of a revolution beneath what Marx could fit in 

infrastructure

beneath Fanon’s stretched muscular tension.

If we made just 100 copies of each and sold them at $5, and with each

sale collected contact info to build our simple network,

the world, an onion, the picture-feeling of which slips off skin layers 

as you push,

and some of us in jumpsuits, some of us jumping out of dumpsters,

would call the person in the world a fold in this bloody desert.

When you get off at Civic Center, walk up half a block to the bus, ride 

it for 9 stops, get out and, walking away from the park for 3 blocks, 

you’ll arrive at the DMV.

Not being cargo produces a sense of personhood –

I’ve proposed a form that perhaps we can try

after listening to Wilderson’s poem, “Arrival,” for his dad, who slept 

in former plantation quarters on school’s summer breaks.

We’re going to start an email list
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bike too would be obsolete

reading The Black Woman,

tells Neogy over her experience with

how it felt to make a list of anthologies 

like an open thug is to yellow pages, thru

a “crowd source” campaign that brought in $

asking of the tapes, this will be audible in

languages I Had Been Hungry in all the

scholarship covered for us the whole thing

& Psyche 

breaks blocks into pieces blocks

when put in budget, also update

our C&C inspection & petition

to write feedback to professor's class

by applying for renters insurance with agents

full of Ugandan nationalism, decides

if conditions change the

bluff

complete & time entering

how many pages in a letter to

women's poetry – '75

the long twentieth century, what 

years % an anthology of only women

compare to ones already gathered

valid vs invalid by censor

date, cost, bands, food, times, location

the music turned up on

lists; me and gaps in dream recall

would be wholes if it were up to

cold war Modernists

whose chosen date – location tba –

is middle class, Neogy comes to

fundraise to help affordability 

of student journalism, & Neogy tells
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salad bins for salad night arguments at the water bar, close to 

here and early

where owner/manager tried to incorporate my pizza idea into 

their menu

between lecturing kitchen staff on the proper reading of Kant's

prolegomena &

listening to a server hand over a pile of straw

& shouting at the straw recipient who just sits at what would

be an empty table

when the sidewalk is as public as

it is the private lives of sometime lovers, sometime landlords

that were disinvited to the sandwich party

because they were landlords, duh

as if me & some of my pot friends weren't landlords or their

dependents for tax purposes

as if the owner/manager did not sound so-called “crazy” in 

repeating to

their scalp-stubbled self that the person they were

enforcing skin and property demarcation against

was “crazy, so crazy”
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us about eviction

young Neogy learns journalism at school

like this, adjacent block &

w/ old VFW

everyone would just crawl

for ~500 words on paws

aka how to do outreach; updates

to start a lit journal; partly

all day + into the night

around that whole surge of nationalism to share

a plot at a party where Valorie Hume

would have stayed if it weren't for cars – i think

back & in an atmosphere

between Neogy & others in that crew at

office working on outreach + RSVPs,

activities, bands

at the crux of the youth council fb group

and there will be a box for change, just to cover

$40 for the mostly white reunion, 

Matt, Yve, Amy + general population

to whom it seems expensive possibly

especially if we get the best list possible – randomly

charging $5 – at door

$40  – whole shebang, the

food, documentary and

300 of us for fond stick-and-pokes, 

50-100 needles

Two days later.

Amid conversation about breakdowns in logistical communication

between friends: Pop drops what their smoking. Picking it up, they

notice a ton of ants in that spot. I bend down to investigate where the

ants seem to be going and coming from such that at a glance they

appear to cluster there even while in constant traverse. We discuss

that they seem to have a tunnel through a crack in the seal between

slabs of concrete; we agree that ants are amazing. Pop tells how some
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minor arcana of an episodic binge

i am my sibling's preacher and have minimum lawyers in plainclothes

in plain sight, we follow like frizzys and throw frisbees to dog sign, 

parks to rat out arrangements that corruption can only euphemize.  

back 

to the lockers bare trees blow fog at our asses nailed like coordinates,

our fingers triggered like publicity stunts. symmetry, it can't fail. don't

fail me now at my – morning – frailest; just a cup, nothing else to hold 

these stomach contents down. it, the elevator, but seen thru grating

relayed thru security's leakage and betrayal that warehouses didn't 

anticipate but could have anticipated, until two on the roof in the 

year, 

time, spilling dark glasses out of jackets that have left pockets in line

for dark glasses to spill out. whose casual waste coat? whose doctored 

trench? anglo-french? still i snub myself, that battles remain of 

interest,

so in that we follow several irrelevant disputes that have borrowed 

partial form of pearl handle, partial form of tin cup, partial form of 

whole in wall but all it on circular blast, that it could have been that

casual and remained almost so despite the aimless pursuits that look 

all that time, & brought lord commander, slumlord & crimelord alike 

to the ground breaking, with comically large scissors & comically 

large check cut this part of town to ribbons in dumpsters full of the 

stuff 

we want, bottle empty like the crown claiming it came from, a sticker

that can saw thru wood would just cuz it could, and, losing at chess, 

snap, crackle, truce. that's the contract, those the terms. conditions

changed three years or so ago; we're still catching up. shop got broke 

into again, says a TV watching shopkeep, CC'd. what would it be to

realize the sex they want, with degree, quality of desire dissociating?
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species garden fungi. When I ask where the fungi are gardened – “are

they doing that under us right now?” – Pop specifies that it’s more

common among those that live in woodlands. Gardening ants feed the

fungi, placing food around fungi’s perimeter in directions they want

the fungi to grow. They trim and harvest some of the growth. 

Then Pop talks about microbial gardening. How it seems odd to

call it gardening since there is no curatorial intention – they aren’t

adjusting depth in water at all, they are just clustering around what

they can, eating it, and so shaping it. I ask whether gardening has to

have intention. Pop says yes, curation, intention. (The ants are, aside

from feeding on the fungi and thus shaping it, also distinctly adjusting

the  shape).  “But  what  about  Zen  gardening,”  I  ask,  catering  my

example.  (Pop,  an  anti-imperialist  student  of  oceans  and  lakes,

recently  enamored  with  Deleuze  and  Felix  Guattari’s  A  Thousand

Plateaus,  had  just  been  with  a  friend  to  a  very  bourgeois  techie-

buddhist wedding in Pebble Beach). Pop finishes making the case that

gardening per se requires curatorial intention, but then acknowledges

the  point  and,  having  already  said  this  at  the  beginning  of  this

introduction to the concept of microbial gardening, remarks again that

it is a beautiful use of language. 

We return to talking about logistical communication with friends,

having gotten to that topic in the first place because of speculating

about Snap’s thoughts and feelings based on gestures in the apartment

with us (mostly staying in bedroom since we arrived). I had failed to

tell Snap with much notice that Pop would need to stay with us not

beginning tomorrow night but tonight; this failure, I say and believe

but cannot be certain about, because Pop and I had only confirmed

this plan a little earlier that day on the phone – I stated that I thought

I’d failed to tell Snap with much advance notice of the change in plans

because  that  change  in  plans  had  been  conversed  out  loud  in  our

apartment and, I believed but could not be certain about, while Snap

was  home.  Pop  tells  me  about  a  number  of  times  that  they  had

thought they had communicated via text message with Bee a certain

set of logistics, or vice versa Bee thought they had to Pop, and that

this forgetting was possible partly because of how habitual it was for

the two of them to communicate logistics. With some people we are

always communicating about logistics without much thought. And as

often,  with  some,  communication  is  always  breaking  down.  Or

communication is relatively maintained but plans always changing. 
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The next morning all three of us join the habitable circulation

when it passes by the apartment. It comes earlier than it had been,

but the updated schedule notified us to expect this. Frank Ocean’s

first posthumous album was playing over the circulation’s PA (some

said he had several to be released periodically, according to a plan he

had arranged before his death); everyone agreed it was Ocean’s best

record  since  Blond,  although  some  had  forgotten  Blond under  the

shadow  of  Channel  Orange.  Those  of  us  who  remember  Blond

wondered how those who had forgotten it had managed to do so given

the hype in advance of its release, not to mention how good of an

album it  is. Folks were passing coffee, tea, pills,  various things to

smoke, and a few different kinds of breakfast burritos. 

Snap was teaching across the Cove, so we went with her and the

circulation to the appropriate train. It was about a thirty minute walk

so  we  heard  a  good  chunk  of  the  album.  From  the  station,  the

circulation was going north to downtown. Pop and I walked that way

until splitting off to walk a few blocks east to the Lake.

At the Lake, we joined another habitable circulation, this one

blasting a news program. Two political philosophers were debating the

demerits and merits of the soon-to-be-voted-on proposal to reinstitute

representative  government  on  a  national  rather  than  international

basis. A caller asked what the philosophers thought about the recent

slew of corporate assassinations. The philosophers each argued that

their preferred form of representative government would best end the

assassinations, one because it would hunt out, kill,  and incarcerate

the  terrorist  assassins,  the  other  because  it  would  eventually  be

victorious  in  the  so-called  non-violent  war  against  capital’s

representatives,  the  bourgeoisie.  We  walked  amid  this  to  the

botanical garden. 
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